
Turkish President Erdogan Wins Sweeping New
Powers In Contested Referendum

written by GEG | April 18, 2017

Turkey: A national referendum won by a slim majority, 51% to 49%, gives dictatorial
power to President Erdogan by replacing the parliamentary system with an executive
presidency. The term limits for Erdogan will be extended, he will be able to directly
appoint top public officials, the president will decide whether to impose a state of
emergency, and he will have the power to override the judiciary.

European Anti-Immigration Parties Object to
Turkish Takeover Through Increased
Population

written by GEG | April 18, 2017

Turkish President Erdogan called on Turkish citizens living in Europe to have five
children, two more than what he recommends for Turks in the homeland. His motive is to
increase their numbers so they will be the “future of Europe.”
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Turkey Threatens to Open Floodgates &
Weaponize 2-Million Migrants Against The EU
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Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Numan Kurtulmus said that Europe has not kept its promises
on the migrant deal and, therefore, the agreement is ended, and Turkey is threatening to
unleash two-million migrants on Europe. This would be a self-punishing move on the part
of the Turks inasmuch as the Dutch invest $22 billion per year in Turkey and are
Turkey’s 10th largest importer. Invasion by immigration would guarantee a backlash in
Europe and a recession in Turkey.

Could The Netherlands Be Overthrown By 400K
Turkish Immigrants Living There?
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The Netherlands has banned rallies by Turks living there who are conducting political
campaigns for an election in Turkey. There are 5.5-million Turks living in Europe, and
many of them are allowed to vote in their homeland elections. Consequently, Turkish
President Erdogan has been sending his agents abroad to garner those votes – but the
Dutch want no part of it. Leaders in The Netherlands are worried that Turkish voters in
their country, who are divided on support for Erdogan, will clash with each other and
cast an unfavorable light on immigration. In response to the ban on Turkish political
rallies in Holland, the Turkish government has threatened the Dutch government with
sanctions and has theorized that The Netherlands army of 48,000 soldiers could not
prevail against 400,000 Turkish immigrants.


